Clinical Care Improvement with Use of Health Information Technology Focusing on Evidence Based Medicine
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Objectives: Healthcare institutions need timely patient information from various sources at the point-of-care. Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is a tool for proper and efficient incorporation of the results of research in decision-making. Characteristics of medical treatment processes and practical experience concerning the effect of EBM in the clinical process are surveyed. Methods: A cross sectional survey conducted in Tehran hospitals in February—March 2012 among 51 clinical residents. The respondents were asked to apply EBM in clinical decision-making to answer questions about the effect of EBM in the clinical process. A valid and reliable questionnaire was used in this study. Results: EBM provides a framework for problem solving and improvement of processes. Most residents (76%) agreed that EBM could improve clinical decision making. Eighty one percent of the respondents believed that EBM resulted in quick updating of knowledge. They believed that EBM was more useful for diagnosis than for treatment. There was a significant association between out-patients and in-patients in using electronic EBM resources. Conclusions: Research findings were useful in clinical practice and decision making. The computerized guidelines are important tools for improving clinical process quality. When learning how to use IT, methods of search and evaluation of evidence for diagnosis, treatment and medical education are necessary. Purposeful use of IT in clinical processes reduces workload and improves decision-making.
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I. Introduction

In recent decades, information and communication technologies have changed the way of life in all aspects including health care. Scientific texts show that application of information technology for making the best decision in the medical arena is crucial [1,2]. Many data are produced in this field. However, there is a lack of programs, systems and formal structures to convert this data into meaningful health information. Hence, it could be said with certainty that health care organizations have strong data but weak knowledge [3].

Panzarasa et al. [4] showed that medical knowledge in current health care systems was not essentially used. In its re-
port in November 1999, the Institute of Medicine announced that in the United States, nearly 98,000 mortalities occur each year due to medical errors, making them the third cause of mortality. Administrative measures, and even employees and executive tasks are part of these errors [5]. These cases represent inappropriate use, failure in delivering timely information to health care providers and lack of appropriate technology to support transfer, delivery, presentation and integration of information. It is also important to note that health care with the highest dynamic rate faces numerous challenges and needs maximum coordination.

During the past 20 years, process-oriented information systems for integration and coordination of patients’ treatment have always been discussed [6]. Information technology (IT) is used as a tool in managing health care information. In fact, IT is the automated process of places and points that documents, information and tasks move between parts and members of an organization on the basis of predefined rules and policies to meet organizational goals [7]. Significant improvements in the quality and safety of the health care domain have been achieved through health information technology (HIT) [8]. Many studies have identified the positive effects of HIT such as Electronic Health Records (EHR) in health care systems, particularly in the management of adverse drug reactions and patient-centered medical practice [1,9]. EHR with the support of structured data entry, electronic information exchange, participation in medical care and risk reduction measures for patients acts as a central database for data integration of different health systems [10]. In researches related to the role of IT, it has been determined that the major side effects of drugs are associated with inadequate communication and little information of the medical staff [11]. IT prepares health care practitioners with correct information and timely access and supports the processes of patient care [12]. However, despite these facts, there are significant gaps between the application of IT and its potential benefits [13]. What could be the reason for the limited use of IT in supporting information flow between processes in health care? To find a suitable response it is essential to understand complex characteristics of health care [14]. Therefore, evidence-based medicine (EBM) as an approach that applies IT is briefly discussed theoretically and practically in this research.

1. Support of Medical Care and Therapeutic Process Using EBM

In this section, basic characteristics of medical treatment processes and their relationship with medical knowledge and patient data are considered. Also, the nature of medical treatment process and related parameters, as a basis for evaluating potential IT especially EBM, to improve the quality of treatment processes and medical decision-making has been studied.

1) Treatment and medical decision-making

Medical care organizations, due to increased staff workload in performing the duties, need to correct required resources to use advanced tools in order to convert data and information to high quality knowledge through automating the processes of treatment. A medical therapeutic process often comprises data collection (observation), diagnosis, and therapeutic plan [14]. It starts with the patient history, demographic data and proceeds with diagnostic procedures that are selected based on available information. The role of (electronic) medical records, as IT, is to assist healthcare personnel in making informed decisions. Consequently, the system should present relevant information at the time of data acquisition and at the time of order entry [15]. In any medical discipline, the diagnosis is made by taking some of the data and converting this data into information by a physician or other medical practitioners. Based on the diagnosis, appropriate treatment, which may take months or even years, is selected for most diseases like high blood pressure or cancer [16]. Each pass of this cycle aims at decreasing uncertainty about the patient’s disease or the actual state of the disease process [15]. Thus, an important question that should be answered is how relevant data can be determined. The available information only comprises primary assumptions for decision-making. There are numerous medical software programs on the Internet installed on computers. Clinical reference applications that provide guidelines and information can be accessed via the Internet. Availability of clinical data at the point of care provides access to complete and accurate clinical information for the care provider. Dosage and computational formulas, which were previously available only through printed material but are now accessible through handheld computers, can help to reduce medical errors and update old data [17]. They may offer solutions to administrative and information management that are more realistic than those offered by desktop computers or traditional Electronic Medical Record (EMR). There are different tools for providing computer-based medical guidelines such as proformalisation, which is a process of capturing clinical expertise in a form that can be directly applied by one agent (such as a computer) on behalf of another (such as an expert clinician or an authoritative organization). CAPSULE is an example of proformalised expertise [18]. IT is a decision support system designed to advise on the prescription of medications for common conditions in general...
practice [19]. Asbru is another tool which places a particular emphasis on an expressive representation for time-oriented actions and world states [20]. Quaglini describes a methodology for representing clinical practice guidelines and facilitating their introduction into the medical routine [21].

2) The role of EBM in decision-making

This section consists of two parts; part one examines the problems of traditional ways and explains benefits of EBM as a new solution. The second part is practical work conducted in a university hospital.

There is no doubt that both physicians and patients benefit from strategies that improve diagnosis, clinical judgment, and decision making [22]. EBM is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making clinical decisions about patient care [23]. EBM is being applied to decisions in a range of contexts beyond one-to-one patient care [24]. In the present era of technology, medical procedures and treatments are not acceptable only based on specialists’ old information [25]. Hillman [26] stated that medical procedures essentially based on old data, uncontrolled studies, expert opinions and financial constraints may increase the possibility of inappropriate actions. Medical knowledge limited to medical reference books is rapidly changing [27]. On the other hand, there is a large gap between the information contained in published medical guidelines and the knowledge required to perform remedial action. An appropriate way to fill this gap is through the application of IT and focusing on medical informatics research. Physicians usually do not have enough time to do all the above-mentioned activities [26]. Covell et al. [19] showed that only 30% of the physicians’ information needs were met during patient visit and that this percentage could usually be achieved through asking questions from colleagues. They also mentioned that lack of necessary knowledge and up-to-date resources needed by professional, time shortage for the retrieval of information from texts, and old printed material were among the reasons why physicians were not willing to use traditional resources [19]. Sackett et al. [28] reported that 52% of the information searches to answer clinical questions resulted in effective management decisions, 25% led to new treatments or diagnoses and 23% led to correction of previous treatment programs. Crowley demonstrated [18] that 53% of clinical questions led to management decisions and 47% led to changes in medications, diagnostic tests and information modification given to patients [29]. Many efforts have been made to establish standards for modeling of diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines [30]. Medical guidelines with direct medical knowledge at the point of care with an evidence-based nature and access to updated information help to improve the quality of treatment and treatment outcomes, reduce unwanted errors and decrease economic costs [31]. Greenes and Lorenzi [32], Stead et al. [33], and Shiffman et al. [34], in separate researches, studied the effective ways of applying medical guidelines in clinical settings and stated that the guidelines provided features for timely and rapid access to information, through which physicians would be able to respond and make decisions quickly using appropriate and accurate information in real time [25]. Several official websites such as www.guideline.gov have been created in order to share medical knowledge among physicians. Many of these websites can create texts in HTML or text format and provide useful links [3]. The most important step in EBM is to collect the best available evidence (primary and secondary papers registered in databases) to answer a clinical question. It has been determined that practitioners who have established their actions based on scientific evidence could make better decisions, perform high quality of care, and reduce costs and hospital stays [35].

To sum up, EBM is a tool for proper and efficient incorporation of the results of research in decision-making. Accessing and retrieving valid and reliable evidence is possible through the knowledge of proper electronic databases and systematic and purposeful search strategies. Lack of knowledge about the best available evidence is one of the main causes of application of various and controversial medical treatments [22].

II. Methods

A cross sectional survey was conducted in February—March 2012 at Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS) among clinical residents. A valid and reliable questionnaire was used in this research [22,36]. Residents were free to participate and an informed consent ensured the confidentiality of collected data. First, the ability of the participants to access, use, and interpret found evidence in the clinical process was examined. Then, the respondents were asked to apply EBM in clinical decision-making to answer questions about the effect of EBM in the clinical process. Convenience sampling method was used to select respondents in the study. The questionnaire comprised 3 sections and 12 statements. Three questions included demographics feature, 2 items covering attitudes and familiarity toward EBM, 5 items about the EBM effect on clinical decision making, and two open questions gave participants the opportunity to state their views of the major barriers and encouraging mechanisms. All questionnaires were distributed personally by the authors.
in order to reduce non-response bias. Responses to closed questions were categorized on a 1-5 scale and options that were "rather negative" received negative ratings. Hence, all of the questions were evaluated based on a 1-4 Likert scale. Association between two categorical variables was tested using chi-square test. The statistic is performed utilizing a 2-tailed test and significance level of 0.05. Answers were reviewed and categorized with Microsoft Office Excel and the data collected were analyzed using statistical software SPSS ver. 11.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

III. Results

Demographics of the respondents, their academic years and specialties are presented in Table 1. Internists were the group with the highest application of EBM process in the diagnostic plan.

We assumed that the residents’ knowledge of specific EBM processes in clinical decision-making was limited. Of the 51 questionnaires, nine with poor rating were excluded (14%). As shown in Table 2, out of 42 completed questionnaires with positive response, most (76%) agreed that EBM could improve clinical decision making from the standpoint of the accuracy of the treatment process implemented by residents. However, respondents had a negative opinion of the time of rendered services. Results showed that 34% of the respondents were of the opinion that practicing EBM improved clinical decision-making. They believed that EBM was more useful for diagnosis than for treatment. The results showed that there was a significant association in using electronic EBM resources between outpatients and in-patients ($\chi^2 = 6$, df = 2, $p = 0.002$).

Main comments in open questions showed that residents do not have the time to discuss the resource to patients and search databases or websites. Besides, encouragement mechanisms have not been adopted through health care administrators or hospitals policy makers. In addition, some respondents stated they would prefer to get answers during clinical practice through colleagues’ consultation rather than EBM sites.

IV. Discussion

Health care, due to the utilization of research findings and new medical technologies, is one of the fastest changing areas in the world. Healthcare institutions need timely patient information from various sources at the point-of-care and

| Table 1. Characteristics of respondents (n = 51) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Characteristic  | Value (%)       | Value (%)       | Value (%)       | Value (%)       |
| Gender          |                 | Gender          |                 | Gender          |
| Male            | 53              | Female          | 47              | Male            |
| Female          | 47              | Female          | 47              | Female          |
| Academic year   |                 | Academic year   |                 | Academic year   |
| 1st             | 22              | 2nd             | 30              | 3rd             |
| 2nd             | 30              | 3rd             | 29              | 4th             |
| 3rd             | 29              | 4th             | 19              | Specialty       |
| Specialty       |                 | Specialty       |                 | Specialty       |
| Internal        | 35              | Internal        | 35              | Internal        |
| Physiotherapist | 34              | Physiotherapist | 34              | Physiotherapist |
| Cardiovascular  | 17              | Cardiovascular  | 17              | Cardiovascular  |
| Pediatrics      | 14              | Pediatrics      | 14              | Pediatrics      |

| Table 2. Residents viewpoints about the effect of evidence-based medicine (EBM) in clinical practice (n = 42) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Characteristic  | Yes/positive effect (%) | No/negative effect (%) | Somewhat (%) | Do not know (%) |
| Do you apply EBM in your day-to-day activities? | 38              | 46              | 16              | -               |
| EBM can improve your clinical decision making process | 76              | 11              | 13              | -               |
| The effect of EBM in the improvement of time spent on the clinical process | 14              | 47              | 31              | 8               |
| The effect of EBM in the improvement of clinical accuracy | 34              | 15              | 42              | 9               |
| EBM is useful for treatment | 48              | 10              | 32              | -               |
| EBM brings about quick knowledge update | 81              | 4               | 15              | -               |
| EBM helps the right treatment | 59              | 15              | 26              | -               |
they are often willing to buy a comprehensive, complete and fully functional system fulfilling all their needs from one vendor. Given the need to identify health care processes, it is necessary to separate therapeutic from organizational processes.

According to the results of this study, 81% of the respondents believed that EBM resulted in a quick knowledge update. EBM is the result of the integration of three basic components: The best and most recent evidence-based systematic research, expertise and clinical experience of the physician and the patient, and community values. EBM has been a large part of the modernization of today’s healthcare, and many see that it will become widespread in the future as more emphasis is put on taking the time to find the right diagnosis and enacting quality care [37]. It also provides a common framework for problem solving and improving communication and understanding between people from different backgrounds, such as clinicians and patients [38].

Findings of the practical study indicated that the respondents were not sure if EBM could take into account patients’ personal preferences and improve the accuracy of the clinical process, which is in agreement with the results of previous studies [39,40]. EBM was seen to be necessary and respondents stated that the research findings were useful in clinical practice and decision-making. Similar results have been reported by previous studies [39,41]. A study in Ardebil, Iran, showed that lack of familiarity with EBM and related websites and databases were the main reason why most physicians did not use EBM databases [42]. Although 38% of the respondents claimed that they applied EBM in clinical decision-making, its application was not completely according to the EBM process. Some of them only checked databases such as PubMed without any appraisal or comparison.

Therefore, learning how to use information technology, methods of search and evaluation of evidence for diagnosis, treatment and medical education is necessary. Implementing collected evidence improves confidence in management decisions, enables clinicians to upgrade their knowledge routinely and enables them to communicate better with patients about the rationale behind management decisions [21].

Physiotherapy residents showed a significant difference in daily application of EBM in decision-making. The reasons seem to be the following. First, these specialists have patients for whom several sessions are needed, so they can spend more time on collecting credible evidence without receiving any negative feedbacks from other patients or colleagues. Second, the type of the patients’ diseases, in terms of acute or chronic, differs from others. Findings of chi square test also indicated that residents had enough time to review resources and databases for the diagnosis of in-patients. So EBM resources for inpatients are more used.

Some respondents believed that current clinical guidelines lacked sufficient support for EBM practice and therefore they did not apply it in clinical decision-making. EBM is conducted through guidelines, which include general description based on available evidence and expert experiences [43]. Evidence-based guidelines can be found in numerous sources, and the overall goal is to aggregate the best data and use the conclusions to help to come to a clinical decision. Most of the past attempts have focused on the use of computer guidelines to support clinical care and resource management based on the updated medical information. IT increases effectiveness and efficiency of guidelines in information retrieval [4,15]. Hence, computerization of medical guidelines in comparison with traditional methods can potentially improve physicians’ decision-making [5]. Despite the current rapid information growth and limitations that medical staff have in retrieving information, computerized guidelines are important tools for improving the quality of treatment [44,45]. Purposeful use of IT in clinical processes reduces workload and improves decision-making.
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